Consent Letter

Company Name: _____________________ ("You", "Your") herewith authorises Deutsche Börse AG to disclose any information relating to You (including information about Your authorised representatives, shareholders, beneficial owners or any other natural person or legal entity whose information You provide or which is provided on Your behalf) to Deutsche Börse AG, to entities in which Deutsche Börse AG holds a direct or indirect majority interest, and to exchanges operated by Deutsche Börse AG or any of its affiliates, including their legal successors (together “Deutsche Börse Group”), for the following purposes:

1. the provision of trading, clearing, custody, settlement and data services or any other services provided to You by Deutsche Börse Group that You request or authorise, the preparation of such provision of services, and ensuring compliance with Deutsche Börse Group’s obligations to verify the identity of its customers,

2. the maintaining and administering of Your customer relationship with Deutsche Börse Group, and

3. the monitoring of Your and Deutsche Börse Group’s compliance with regulatory requirements and risk management rules, including the rulebooks and policies of Deutsche Börse Group, that are relevant for the services provided to You.

The above authorisation shall also extend to any other entity of Deutsche Börse Group, including those with which You have established a business relationship or with which you enter into a business relationship in the future.

Deutsche Börse Group uses reasonable measures to ensure adequate data protection and confidentiality of Your data. This includes entering into data transfer agreements between entities of Deutsche Börse Group designed to achieve an equivalent level of data protection as in your home jurisdiction in accordance with applicable laws.

You further confirm that to the extent You share any personal or confidential data of individuals and other legal entities in the above context with Deutsche Börse Group (e.g. the names of Your authorised representatives), such personal data may be disclosed as described above, and for the same purposes as described above, to and by other entities of Deutsche Börse Group. You confirm that You have provided any notices and obtained any consents to or from the affected persons or entities, if required by applicable laws.

_________________    _________________________  ____________________________________
    Date                                   Place                                                Company Stamp and Authorized Signature(s)
    (Name in Capitals)

__________________    _________________________  ____________________________________
    Date                                   Place                                                Company Stamp and Authorized Signature(s)
    (Name in Capitals)